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Resources = CPUs, RAM, disk {capacity, IOs}, SSD {capacity, IOs}, GPUs, TPUs, … 

Cells are shared
● production + batch jobs; big + small jobs
● many users + higher-level services (e.g., Colossus (storage), Bigtable)

Users need a strong obtainability SLO
● guaranteed capacity for rare events (N+1 failover, load spike, load imbalance, …)
● strong isolation from other users/jobs



Quota

Quota = the right to resources at some SLO (an option)
● a guarantee ⇒ strong isolation
● a job “occupies” quota while it runs ⇒ avoids need for per-run approval
● independent resource dimensions ⇒ arbitrary needs, not “% of the cell”

Result: a job can get a guaranteed pool of resources to use when it needs to

Incidentally: Quota is paid for
● quota has access controls ⇒ can’t be “stolen”
● access is granted to a user group ⇒ some controlled sharing possible



Problems with quota

Quota requests are often inflated:
● pessimistic worst-case analysis (N+1 failover, load spike, load imbalance, …)
● optimistic growth forecasts
● underestimating is much worse than overestimating
● fear of future competition from other users (will it be there when I need it?)

Result: actual consumption << purchased quota capacity ⇒ “hoarding” / wastage

Also: acquiring quota requires manual approvals ⇒ a tedious process

Note: resource reclamation works, but produces lower-SLO resources
See Long-term SLOs for reclaimed cloud computing resources, SoCC, 2014.

One estimate of “90d wastage”: 
6% CPU, 16% RAM

https://ai.google/research/pubs/pub43017


Flex: automatic quota assignment

Automatically allocate quota to a job
1. a pool of quota supports a set of jobs / users

(it has a capacity equal to its total quota)
2. a job gets:

○ a ceiling (a maximum)
○ a commitment (current promise) 

that is counted against quota
○ [optional] floor (aka “static commitment”)

3. unused commitments are reclaimed 
(initially we waited 4 days; now 1 hour)
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Flex: statistical overcommit

Observation: statistical multiplexing really does work …
● sum(99%iles) < 99%ile(sum)

To reduce hoarding and increase efficiency: 
combine safety stocks ⇒ overcommit the Flex pool
● give out more ceilings than actual quota 

⇒ better efficiency
● do not give out more commitments than quota 

⇒ favor running jobs
Pop quiz: which is safer: 
crossing the road?  taking 
a plane?  using a Flex 
pool?!



Overcommit risk

What could possibly go wrong?!

1. Users are busy, and can make poor choices
⇒ develop centralized expertise, and share it

2. A “bank breaker” user might dominate the pool

3. Black swan event (fibre cut; DDoS attack; earthquake; volcano)



Overcommit policies

Some users value efficiency over safety – others do not!

1. give some jobs static commitments 
(resource floors)

2. give pools different provisioning policies

3. give pools different risk policies
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Provisioning policies

We need “spare” resources to cover:

1. unexpected events ⇒ safety stock
(never allocate this)

2. growth before more capacity can be added:
○ organic/known growth ⇒ cycle stock
○ variance in growth ⇒ variance stock

Total pool capacity
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Risk policies: obtainability SLO vs overcommitment ratio

Approach #1 – “control for the big’uns”

Calculate needed pool capacity from:
1. worst-case behavior (all of ceiling) for the largest users (the “bank breakers”) +
2. 70% of difference between ceiling and commitments for medium ones +
3. 20% commitment growth for small users.  

Manual intervention (ceiling setting) is needed only for large + medium users
(small users get a default ceiling, or can pick from a few defaults)



Risk policies: obtainability SLO vs overcommitment ratio

Approach #2 – “SLO driven”

Pick an acceptable stockout SLO (how often can we say no?)
● bound by a target “efficiency goal” (e.g.,  ≥ 65% committed)

Replenish the pool to maintain invariants, taking into account:
● demand growth rate (and variance)
● replenishment time (and variance)
● safety margin – needed to operate properly
● can return resources as well as grows them



Risk policies: obtainability SLO vs overcommitment ratio

Approach #3 – “UK National Health Service”

Expect the pool to be exhausted all the time
● ration by queueing

[optional] Replenish when people complain “too loudly”
● works when demand far exceeds any possible supply
● OK for deferrable, “research” loads – but not OK for production loads



Manual interventions do not scale

Problem: setting ceiling for each user/job doesn’t scale
Solution: create a default ceiling

Problem: the default will be wrong
Solution: 
● pick a small set of defaults (“circles”) e.g., Small, Medium, Large
● auto-move a user to a new circle based on good behavior (smooth, continuous)

Result: effort scales with number of circles, not number of users/jobs
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Higher-level services – e.g., BigTable, Spanner

Compute NetworkStorage 

Shared Service 
(eg. BigTable)

Shared Service 
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Consumer 
service 

(eg. Maps)

Problem: 
● usage varies over time, so static 

allocation of resources ⇒ wastage

Solution:
● offer high-level service capacity via Flex
● auto-scale the services according to 

usage (vertical/horizontal)
● map usage to CPU + storage demand
● support that demand via Flex
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Multiple SLOs (tiers)

Borg supports multiple SLOs (think: very very good, very good, good, best effort)
● lower SLO ⇒ need fewer physical resources

Problem: how to manage the intersection of quota capacity at multiple SLOs?
● solution: Flex – of course(!)
● dynamically determine how much capacity goes to each tier 

⇒ avoids fragmentation + waste



Operational aspects

Big wins:
● massive reduction in number of control points:

O(2k) Flex pools vs millions of jobs
● single point of control for oversubscription / efficiency benefits

much of it automatable (RPC/CLI/UI access)
● better incident management

fast turnup; dynamic reallocation; fast migration

Notes:
● A pool can be open (admit new users) or closed (not)
● Part of a pool’s capacity can be delegated to a sub-admin
● Supports a rich ecosystem of participants



Some of the related work

● Cloud: illusion of infinite resources doesn’t work at large scale

● Cloud “quotas”: a protection mechanism for the providers, not the user

● DRF: optimizes “fairness”, but does less well at:
○ isolation in overload
○ defense against bad actors
○ per-user (vs per-task) and partial allocations (not OK for production workloads)

● HPC queueing-based policies:  not OK for production workloads



Does Flex work?

Flex is used to manage
● ~80% of active, shared 

resources/quota
● O(2k) Flex pools
● O(0.5M) commitment 

adjustments/day

95% of internal users running 
production jobs do so through Flex



Council Bluffs, Iowa

Summary: Flex

1. Quota ⇒ strong obtainability SLOs
2. Automated quota management ⇒ reduces toil
3. Centralized overcommitting ⇒ less waste
4. Centralized management ⇒ sub-linear people scaling
5. Multiple risk policies ⇒ flexibility
6. Circles and ceilings ⇒ isolation

Result: Flex is becoming pervasive at Google Also: we’re hiring :-)
  johnwilkes@google.com


